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Agenda



The campaign is why you are asking for the money
An appeal is how you are asking for the money
You can have multiple appeals for your year-end campaign
Campaign will be the overall message
Appeals will tailor that message to the different channels

Appeal Vs. Campaign



Helpful questions to help you craft your campaign
What are your goals?
What is the main message/theme?
How does it tie into your mission?
What stories are you going to tell?

Helps create an outline for your appeals

Creating Year-End Campaigns



Your year end campaign will have
multiple appeals

Print Appeal
Email Appeals
GivingTuesday

Track these all in DonorSnap to see
which perform the best
Use consistent naming conventions
for easy reporting

Setting up Appeals



Best Practices for Writing Appeal

Have a strong opening
Personalize the letters
Have an enticing call to action
Focus on readability



Have a Strong Opening
What not to do...



Have a Strong Opening
What to do...



Always address the recipient by their name
no "Dear Friend"

Consider: Have they given before? 
If so you can include past giving amounts
Thank them for their previous support

Segment your mailing lists
New donors
Lapsed donors
Major donors

Personalize the Letters



Only have one
Don't just say... "Donate Now"
Make the next steps clear
Keep it simple and direct 
Use action words (fight, change, transform) 
Be clear about what your nonprofit does

Who/What You Help
Ex- Join the Fight to Protect Grey Wolves

Have a Enticing Call to Action



Avoid a wall of text
Short sentences and
paragraphs are easy to read
Keep language simple (6th to
8th grade reading level)
Avoid jargon or acronyms
Hemingway Editor

Focus on Readablity



Additional Writing Tips
Give hope without completing the story
Write thank you letters at same time (complete story)
Tweak language to focus on "your donation" instead of "we"
Do not summarize everything great your nonprofit has done
Focus on a few specifics
Use the word "like" to show that isn't all you do

Your donation will go directly to projects "like" xyz....
Leaves it open ended



Main piece of content for your year-end campaign
Send to people who have given in the last ~3 years
Write 1st and build other appeal content from here

What stories can help support appeal
Share stories on social media leading up to ask

Include a reply device
Remittance envelope
Donation form

Print Appeal



The email should come from a real person
Send to anyone who has opted in to your mailing list

Segmentation is easy for email
Should look like a simple letter email

DonorSnap has a template
Text can be same as print appeal with some tweaks 
Call to action will be slightly different

Directing to give online
Think about your email subject line

Email Appeal





Help us end marine plastic pollution, Name

Subject Line Examples

Ensure no child in town name goes to school hungry

With your help we can save 100 dogs this month! 

Bring back the magic of the holidays for who you serve



Set up appeals and campaigns in DonorSnap with consistent
naming conventions
Come up with a campaign theme first
Write appeals and tailor them to the individual channels
Always measure and test! (look at last year's results)

Final Thoughts


